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HIGHLIGHTS
Direct conversion from natural
wood to compressible carbon
sponge is realized
The spring-inspired lamellar
structure design renders high
compressibility
A sensitive electrical response
upon pressure can be achieved

A direct wood-to-carbon-sponge transformation is realized via a facile chemical
treatment and subsequent carbonization process. Removing the lignin and
hemicellulose from balsa wood cell walls is a significant step toward converting the
lattice-like wood structure to a spring-like lamellar structure. Magic transformation
from brittle wood carbon to compressible wood carbon sponge thus becomes
achievable. The wood carbon sponge exhibits a sensitive electrical response as a
strain sensor and attractive features for other potential applications.
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SUMMARY

The Bigger Picture

Here, we demonstrate that wood can be directly converted into a highly
compressible wood carbon sponge (WCS) by lignin and hemicellulose removal
followed by carbonization. The significant removal of lignin and hemicellulose
via chemical treatment destroys the thin cell walls of natural wood, giving rise
to a lamellar structure with numerous stacked arched layers. The lamellar structure can be well preserved even after high-temperature carbonization. Interestingly, such a lamellar structure renders a high compressibility up to 80% and
high fatigue resistance of 10,000 compression cycles at 50% strain. Further
experimental and modeling studies reveal that WCS can accommodate substantial compression from the bending and flattening of the curved layers, resulting
in minimum stretching of individual layers. The WCS also demonstrates a sensitive electrical conductivity change upon compression. Using this lamellar
sponged structure and the excellent mechanical and electrical properties of
WCS as an example, we demonstrate the great potential of WCS for highly sensitive strain sensors.

Lightweight compressible
materials enable various
applications but are often
hindered by limited and
unrenewable resources, complex
and scale-limited fabrication, and
poor mechanical properties. We
developed a wood-to-carbonsponge strategy for fabricating
highly lightweight and
compressible wood carbon
sponge directly from natural balsa
wood via a scalable and
sustainable top-down approach.
The chemical treatment removes
lignin and hemicellulose from the
wood cell walls, directly
converting the lattice-like rigid
wood structure into a spring-like
compressible lamellar structure.
The wood carbon sponge shows
outstanding mechanical
properties and sensitive electrical
responses as a strain sensor.
Future applications, including
flexible electronics, rechargeable
batteries, and catalyst supports,
can be expected. Our top-down
fabrication strategy opens up new
opportunities for developing
sponge-like functional materials
from sustainable natural
resources.

INTRODUCTION
Lightweight and compressible carbonaceous materials with high conductivity, large
surface area, and high porosity can be implemented in various applications such
as energy storage, pollutant treatment, electronic devices, and sensors.1–6 In the
past few decades, compressible carbonaceous materials have been constructed
from graphene,2,3,7–9 carbon nanotubes,10–13 carbon nanofibers,14 and fullerenes;15
graphene has been one of the most popular constituents as a result of its excellent
electrical and mechanical properties.16–18 Although these materials demonstrate
desirable electrical and mechanical properties, the fabrication process remains
complicated, and the starting raw materials usually involve fossil resources that
are not renewable. Biomass-based materials, on the other hand, are renewable
and more abundant, offering a simple yet attractive alternative approach to
construct compressible carbonaceous materials without using the limited fossil resources. On the basis of this concept, several biomass materials such as chitin,19 bacterial cellulose,4,20,21 watermelon,22 and winter melon23 have been converted into
compressible carbonaceous materials recently. However, because of the difficulty
with the structural design when using these biomasses, the resulting materials
demonstrate inferior electrical and mechanical properties in comparison with those
derived from graphene or carbon nanotubes. In addition, most of these approaches
are bottom-up methods that involve multiple steps and environment-unfriendly
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Figure 1. Graphical Illustration of the Design and Fabrication Process of the Fragile WC and the
Highly Compressible WCS
As a result of the unique arched layered structure, the WCS has anisotropic mechanical properties
and is highly compressible.

chemicals, which may hinder their large-scale application in terms of manufacture efficiency, cost, and scalability. Therefore, it is highly challenging yet desirable to
construct compressible carbonaceous materials with good electrical and mechanical
properties from renewable biomass materials via a rational structure design in a simple, low-cost, ‘‘green,’’ and scalable way.
In terms of a structure design that allows for high mechanical compressibility, examples from daily life give valuable inspiration. One prototypical example is the helical
spring that is widely used for shock absorption in various kinds of machines. A spring
can accommodate large compression by bending and twisting its helical wire,
whereas the stretching in the wire is negligible. As a result, the spring is elastically
compressible.24 One elegant example comes from Yu’s group, who constructed a
hierarchical spring-like architecture composed of parallel flat lamellas with longrange alignment from chitosan and graphene oxide via a bidirectional freezing
process and subsequent annealing.25 Another highly compressible structure is honeycomb, which comprises a network of wavy layers that can accommodate compression in various directions by flexing and straightening the wavy layers with minimum
stretching of the layers.
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With inspiration from these examples, we developed a lightweight and highly
compressible carbonaceous material, termed wood carbon sponge (WCS), which
has a lamellar microstructure with numerous interconnected arch-shaped substructures. The wood-to-carbon-sponge design concept and straightforward top-down
fabrication process of the WCS are illustrated in Figure 1. We chose balsa wood
(one of the lightest woods) as the starting material because of its unique microstructure, low density, and thin cell wall, which make it easier to partially destroy the cell
walls.26,27 It is commonly known that wood carbon directly carbonized from natural
wood is fragile and easily crushed under a certain pressure. Through a simple treatment of lignin and hemicellulose removal followed by carbonization, however, the
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resulting WCS becomes compressible. As a result of this lamellar structure, the
treated wood has remarkable mechanical compressibility. The carbonization step
does not change the lamellar structure, resulting in WCS material with a unique
lamellar structure and excellent mechanical compressibility.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chemical Treatment of Natural Wood
Chemical treatments play a key role in achieving the unique lamellar structure, as a
result of the removal of hemicellulose and lignin in wood structures. As graphically
illustrated in Figure 2A, the chemical treatment led to both chemical and structural
changes to the balsa wood. Nucleophilic sulfite (SO32 ) enables the sulfonation of
lignin, leading to the removal of lignin. Meanwhile, hemicellulose and partial cellulose can also be dissolved by an alkaline solution containing sulfite. As this process
continues, the thin cell walls become porous, and even broken, whereas the thick
rays can survive (step 1). Further chemical treatment with H2O2 continuously removes lignin and hemicellulose, leading to total breakage of the thin cell walls
(step 2). These broken thin cell walls tend to attach onto the nearest unbroken ray
under templating of ice during freeze drying, resulting in a unique lamellar structure
with multiple stacked and connecting arched layers.
To validate this, we carried out Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and
compositional analysis of the wood samples before and after chemical treatment.
The FTIR spectra of the natural wood and treated wood show that the groups assigned to lignin and hemicellulose were significantly reduced by the mixed solution
of NaOH/Na2SO3 and H2O2 (Figure 2B). Meanwhile, the color of the wood samples
changed from yellow to totally white (Figure S1), and the weight changed from 100%
to 21% (Figure S2), also indicating the removal of the lignin and hemicellulose components. This can be further confirmed by the compositional analysis, showing that
almost all the hemicellulose and lignin components were removed by the chemical
treatment (Figure 2C). By removing the lignin and hemicellulose components, the
structure of the wood blocks transforms significantly from a latticed structure,
comprising numerous lattice-shaped subunits (Figures 2D, 2F, and S3), into a
lamellar structure with an array of arch-shaped layers stacked over each other (Figures 2H, 2J, and S4). More magnified scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
show that the cellulose assembly in the individual layer becomes porous as a result
of the removal of the hemicellulose and lignin fillers, whereas the alignments of these
cellulose nanofibers remain almost the same (Figures 2E, 2G, 2I, and 2K).
Structural Characterization of the Wood Carbon Sponge
Interestingly, the lamellar structure can be well preserved even after high-temperature (1,000 C) carbonization, which can be confirmed by SEM characterization. As
shown in Figures 3A–3C, the wood carbon (WC) obtained from carbonizing the natural wood directly inherits the latticed structure of the natural wood, including lattice-like channels of 20–30 mm in size and very thin channel walls of 1 mm. The
WCS material demonstrates a completely different structure in contrast to WC but
is similar to that of the wood sponge, with a lamellar structure composed of
numerous arch-shaped layers stacked together (top view SEM image; Figures 3D
and 3E). The cross-sectional SEM image in Figure 3F shows that the channel walls
(cell walls) in the WCS have almost disappeared, resulting in an arch-shaped layered
microstructure rather than a lattice-shaped channel. Transmission electron microscopy and Raman results further reveal that WCS has an amorphous nature, which
is commonly observed in biomass-derived carbonaceous materials (Figures S5
and S6).28–33 Because the unique lamellar multi-arched structure contains abundant
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Figure 2. Chemicals and Structure Evolutions of Natural Balsa Wood upon Chemical Treatment
(A) Graphical illustration of the chemicals and structure evolutions of natural balsa wood upon chemical treatment.
(B and C) Composition evolutions of the uncarbonized precursors upon chemical treatment: (B) FTIR spectra and (C) content evolutions of cellulose,
hemicellulose, and lignin. Error bars indicate standard deviations for three sets of data points.
(D–G) SEM images of natural wood: (D and E) top view images showing the lattice-like porous structure and (F and G) cross-sectional images showing
the open channels (lumina) and the cellulose nanofibers.
(H–K) SEM images of the treated wood (wood sponge): (H and I) top view images showing the lamellar structure with multiple stacked layers and
(J and K) in-plane image of an individual layer and the cellulose nanofibers.

pores between each layer, the WCS is highly lightweight with a density of
15 mg cm 3, which is 10 times lower than the initial untreated natural wood
and 3.5 times lower than the sponge-like delignified wood (Figure S7). Figures
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Figure 3. Morphology and Structure Characterization of WC and WCS
(A–C) SEM images of WC directly carbonized from natural wood: (A) top view image from the
growth direction, (B) magnified image of (A), and (C) cross-sectional view showing the multiple celllike channels.
(D–F) SEM images of WCS carbonized from treated wood (wood sponge): (D) top view image from
the growth direction, (E) magnified image of (D), and (F) cross-section view showing the multiple
lamellar-like channels.
(G–I) Photographs of the WC block before compression (G), under compression (H), and after
release (I).
(J–L) Photographs of the WCS block before compression (J), under compression (K), and after
release (L).

3G–3L demonstrate the mechanical compressibility of the two distinct carbonaceous
materials. Both types of carbonaceous blocks can be compressed by >80% as a
result of their high porosity. However, the WC block is highly fragile and deforms
permanently (collapsed into small pieces) when compressed by >80% (Figures
3G–3I). Strikingly, the WCS block totally recovers to its original shape without mechanical failure under the same compression (Figures 3J–3L), demonstrating excellent mechanical compressibility.
Mechanical Compressibility and Fatigue Resistance of the Wood Carbon
Sponge
To further assess the mechanical properties of the WCS block, we carried out multiple compression tests to measure the compressive stress (s) as a function of strain (3 ).
Figure 4A shows the s-3 plots with different compressive forces, demonstrating
three distinct regions during the loading process. The s-3 plots show a linear stage
at 3 < 20%, indicating an elastic modulus that records the elastic bending of the cell
walls. As the strain keeps increasing, a plateau stage at 20% < 3 < 60% emerges,
which reflects bending as a result of buckling of the cell walls. When the strain
goes above 60%, a non-linear stage with sharply increasing s appears, suggesting
increasing acceleration of the stress requirement to compress the material. The resulting compressive stress-strain behavior is similar to other form-like materials reported previously.3,4,25,34–38 The maximum 3 can be as high as 80% under a s of
70 kPa, suggesting high compressibility of the WCS. Cyclic compression results
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Figure 4. Mechanical Properties of WCS and WC
(A) Stress-strain curves of WCS with different force loadings; insets illustrate the WCS material at
different points during compression.
(B) Stress-strain curves of WCS obtained from five repeated cycles.
(C) Energy loss DU/U of WCS during each cycle.
(D) Stress-strain curves of WC.
(E) Elastic strength retention during 10,000 cycles at 50% strain; the inset illustrates the repeated
compression of the WCS material.

show small plastic deformation in the initial two cycles, which quickly decreases to
nearly zero in the following cycles, indicating the excellent structure stability of
WCS (Figure 4B). This can be further confirmed by the energy dissipation of different
cycles. As shown in Figure 4C, the energy loss decreases from 0.37 on the first cycle
to 0.25 on the fifth cycle, which is much smaller than those of many sponge-like
carbonaceous materials reported previously.39–43 In contrast, the WC block with a
latticed structure shows much inferior mechanical compressibility. As demonstrated
in Figure 4D, the WC block becomes crushed when 3 increases to 40%, suggesting
the brittle nature of the WC material. The WCS material is highly stable even after
undergoing 10,000 compressing and releasing cycles at a constant strain of 50%,
with negligible plastic deformation, suggesting an outstanding fatigue resistance
(Figures 4E and S8).
The anisotropic structure of the WCS may lead to anisotropic mechanical properties.
To validate this, we further compressed the WCS along the z direction (parallel to the
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stacked layer). The results show that the WCS can be easily crushed as a result of the
relatively weak connection between the layers (Figures S9C and S9D), which is quite
distinct from the high compressibility when the stress is applied along the y direction
(vertical to the stacked layers; Figures S9A and S9B). The distinct compressive properties of the wood carbon sponge along y and z directions indicate that the WCS has
a unique anisotropic mechanical property that is highly related to its anisotropic
structure directly derived from balsa. With other kinds of wood, for example, basswood, it is difficult to get such a unique lamellar structure and high compressibility
even with the same chemical delignification and freeze-drying treatment process
(Figures S10 and S11).
Insights into the Mechanical Compressibility of the Wood Carbon Sponge
To obtain further insight into the compressibility of the WCS, we carried out ex situ
SEM observations and finite element simulations. The ex situ SEM images are presented in Figures S12A–S12D, where the stacked wavy layers of the WCS become
straight, and the pore size between the layers decreases significantly under
compression. More remarkably, during the compression process, no obvious fracture in the wavy layers is observed even with a high compressive deformation of
80% strain, indicating the excellent compressibility of the WCS material (Figures
S12C and S12D). When the compression is released, the straightened layers can
completely recover their original wavy shape, further demonstrating the excellent
compressibility of the WCS material (Figures S12E and S12F). In contrast, the lattice-structured WC can be easily damaged by compression (Figure S13). The crushing action mainly takes place in the joints of the crossing cell walls, because of the
concentration of stress in the joints.
Further finite element simulations (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures and
Figure S14 for modeling details) were performed to shed light on the effect of the
structural features on the concentration of stress under similar compression loadings
for both WCS and WC. The modeling results clearly confirm our hypothesis that the
WCS is much more resistant to failure than the untreated WC when subject to
compression. Figures 5A and 5B show the mesh-like and wave-like finite element
models for WC and WCS, respectively. The difference between the structure of
WC and WCS is clearly presented in these two models. The WCS structure is layered.
These layers are curved, and as a result, one layer can have contact with the other
layer through a localized region on the curved surface, thus alleviating stress. On
the other hand, the WC exhibits a more porous structure with many channels. Figures
5C and 5D show the distribution of the Mises stress in both structures when a nominal
compression strain of 0.36 is applied, respectively. It is found that the WC structure
suffers from much higher stress concentration than the WCS structure, especially at
the channel walls running parallel to the compressing direction. By contrast, the
WCS structure can accommodate the applied compression by bending its curved
layers, leading to a much lower stress. Figure 5E compares the normalized maximum
Mises stress in the two structures as a function of the applied nominal compressive
strain. It is evident that the maximum stress level in the WCS model is more than
four times lower than that in the WC structure. As a result, the WC sample would
fail at a much lower load; WCS can sustain a higher load and remain elastic.
Application of the Wood Carbon Sponge as a Strain Sensor
The WCS material also shows a high pressure-resistance sensitivity, which can potentially
allow use in a range of applications such as strain sensors, conductivity-tunable conductors, and health monitors. As demonstrated in Figures 6A and 6B, a pressure sensor is
made by clamping a WCS slice of 1 cm 3 0.5 cm 3 1 mm between two pieces of Cu
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Figure 5. Insights into the Fracture and Anti-fracture Mechanisms of WC and WCS, Respectively
(A) Finite element model for the WC lattice structure.
(B) Finite element model for the lamellar WCS structure.
(C) Distribution of the Mises stress for the WC model at a nominal strain of 36%.
(D) Distribution of the Mises stress for the WCS at a nominal strain of 36%.
(E) Comparison of the evolution of the maximum Mises stress normalized by yield stress for both structures.

foil. A connected light-emitting diode (LED) light becomes brighter when compressing
the WCS sensor as a result of an increase in conductivity from the compression (Figures
6C and 6D). This increase is further confirmed by the conductivity test results, which show
that the conductivity of the WCS sensor increases significantly from 0.04 to 0.46 S cm 1
when 3 increases from 0% to 50% and reaches a maximum value of 1.66 S cm 1 at a
maximum 3 of 80% (Figure 6E). The latter is more than 40 times higher than the initial
value, demonstrating the high pressure sensitivity of the WCS sensor. Note that the
WCS also demonstrates anisotropic electrical properties (0.04 versus 5.49 S cm 1)
with an anisotropic factor of 137 (Figure S15). The anisotropic electrical properties can
be rationalized by the anisotropic structure: the continuous layer along the z direction
enables the fast transport of electrons (fast in-plane electron transport), whereas electron
transport across multiple stacked layers with abundant pores along the y direction is difficult (slow cross-plane electron transport).
Recently, flexible strain sensors with high sensitivity have shown great potential for
monitoring human activities, personal health, and other related applications.44–49 To
demonstrate the promising application of the WCS for strain sensing, we attached
the WCS sensor chip onto a human finger (inset in Figure 6F). The relative current
from the sensor increased significantly as the finger motion progressed from the
straight (a) to the bending (b) position (Figure 6F). Repeated square wave signals
can be observed during multiple stretch/bend cycles. By controlling the bending
of the finger, distinct signals of the current change can be obtained (Figure 6G) as
a result of the pressure change during bending. Our results show that the WCS material with excellent mechanical compressibility, fatigue resistance, and high pressure sensitivity can potentially be used as a high-performance strain sensor for
human motion or health monitoring. However, the WCS-based strain sensor failed
to detect observable electrical responses of human pulses; rather, the activity was
much fainter. Further optimization of the structure of WCS is needed to improve
the sensitivity to detect such faint movements.
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Figure 6. WCS-Based Strain Sensor Performance
(A) Photograph of the WCS strain sensor.
(B) Graphical illustration of the WCS strain sensor under both compression and release conditions.
(C and D) Photographs of the LED light with the WCS strain sensor under release (C) and
compression (D) conditions.
(E) Conductivity of the WCS strain sensor with different compression ratios. Error bars indicate
standard deviations for three sets of data points.
(F and G) Current changes (DI/I 0 ) under different progressive motions (F, two movements; G, three
movements) of the strain sensor on the fingers, shown as insets.

In summary, we have demonstrated a nature-inspired, facile design concept and
fabrication process for a highly compressible and anisotropic lamellar carbon
sponge directly from natural wood by chemical treatment and carbonization. The
WCS has a unique lamellar multi-wave-like layered structure, which leads to a
remarkable mechanical compressibility (up to 80% compression strain), fatigue resistance (10,000 stable compression cycles at 50% strain), and pressure sensibility,
distinct from the brittle WC. A high-performance strain sensor based on the lamellar
WCS material can be achieved, demonstrating a potential application for human
motion and health monitoring. This unique lamellar structure, as well as the
outstanding mechanical and electrical properties, can potentially enable many
future applications, including wearable electronics, rechargeable batteries, supercapacitors, and catalyst supports that are not limited to health monitoring. Moreover,
the fabrication process of WCS is facile, sustainable, and scalable, which in turn
opens up new opportunities for developing sponge-like functional materials from
sustainable natural resources.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Synthesis of Sponge-like Delignified Wood
The wood block was immersed into a boiling mixed aqueous solution (2.5 M NaOH
and 0.4 M Na2SO3) for 7 hr and then immersed into boiling deionized (DI) water
several times for the removal of chemicals. The wood block was then immersed in
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boiling H2O2 (2.5 M in DI water) for a few hours until the color of the wood turned
white. The white wood was then placed in a freezer dryer and dried for 1 day.
Sponge-like delignified wood was obtained.
Synthesis of Wood Carbon Sponge
The sponge-like wood was first stabilized in air at 260 C for 6 hr and then carbonized
in Ar at 1,000 C for another 6 hr to finally yield the WCS.
All other experimental and setup details, as well the finite element simulations, are
provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures and 15
figures and can be found with this article online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chempr.
2017.12.028.
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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1. Photo Images of the Natural Wood and Treated Wood (Wood Sponge). It shows that the yellow natural
wood becomes totally white after chemical treating due to the removal of lignin.

1

Figure S2. Weight Loss of the Wood Samples before and after Chemical Treatment. Error bars indicate standard
deviations for 3 sets of data points.

2

Figure S3. SEM Images of the Natural Balsa Wood. (A) Cross-section-view image, showing the channels along
the growth direction. (B,C) Top-view images, showing the lattice-like structure of the natural wood with numerous
channels.

3

Figure S4. SEM Images of the Compressible Wood Sponge. (A) Cross-section-view image, showing that the
channels along the growth direction become inconspicuous due to the chemical treating. (B,C) Top-view images,
showing the lamellar structure comprised of numerous stacking curved layers.

4

Figure S5. TEM and HR-TEM Images of the Wood Carbon Sponge. (A) TEM image. (B) HR-TEM image. Many
disordered domains can be observed in the HR-TEM image, suggesting the wood carbon sponge has amorphous
features.

5

Figure S6. Raman Spectrum of the Wood Carbon Sponge. The obvious D and G peaks with a ID/IG value of 1.36
indicates the amorphous features of the wood carbon sponge.
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Figure S7. Density Evolutions from Natural Wood, to Wood Sponge (WS), and Wood Carbon Sponge (WCS).
Inset shows the lightweight feature of the wood carbon sponge. Error bars indicate standard deviations for 3 sets of
data points.
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Figure S8. Stress-Strain Curves of the WCS Obtained in Selected Cycles of 1st, 100th, 5000th, and 10000th.
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Figure S9. Anisotropic Mechanical Properties of the Wood Carbon Sponge. (A) Graphical illustration and (B)
digital images of the compressible property of the wood carbon sponge along y-direction. (C) Graphical illustration
and (D) digital images of the incompressible property of the wood carbon sponge along z-direction.
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Figure S10. Structural Characterization of the Natural Basswood and Delignified Basswood. (A) Digital image
of the natural wood. (B,C) SEM images of the natural basswood: (B) cross-sectional image showing the wood lumen
structure (in XY plane); (C) longitudinal image showing the lumina along the growth direction (in YZ plane). (d)
Photo image of the white basswood. (E,F) SEM images of the wood aerogel: (E) cross-sectional SEM image showing
the structure in XY plane; (F) longitudinal SEM image showing the lumina along the growth direction (in YZ plane).
(G-I) Photo images of the white basswood before compressing (G), under compression (H) and after recovery (I),
respectively.
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Figure S11. Structural Characterization of the Carbonized Delignified Basswood. (A) Digital image of the
carbonized delignified basswood. (B,C) SEM images of the carbonized delignified basswood: (B) cross-sectional
image showing the wood lumen structure (in XY plane); (C) longitudinal image showing the lumina along the growth
direction (in YZ plane). (D-F) Digital images of the carbonized delignified basswood before compression (D), under
compression (E) and after recovery (F), respectively.
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Figure S12. Ex-situ SEM Observations of the Wood Carbon Sponge. (A,B) Before compression. (C,D) During
compression. (E,F) After releasing. Due to the arched layered structure, stress can be easily released by the small local
bending of the arched layers, resulting in an excellent compressibility.
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Figure S13. Ex-situ SEM Observations of the Wood Carbon. (A) Before compression. (B) After compression. The
results show that the wood carbon, with a lattice-like structure, is easy to be crushed due to the stress concentrations
at the cell merge points.
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Figure S14. Finite Element Simulation Models of WC (Left) and WCS (Right).
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Figure S15. Anisotropic Electrical Properties of WCS. (A) Graphical illustration of the anisotropic structure and
electrical conductivity of the wood carbon sponge. (B) Electrical conductivities of the wood carbon sponge along yand z-directions with an anisotropic factor of ~137. Error bars indicate standard deviations for 3 sets of data points.
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Supplemental Experimental Procedures
Characterizations:
The morphology and structure of materials were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi SU70), transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL 2100F field-emission TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku
Ultima III using Cu K α radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å)). Raman spectrum was collected on a commercial micro Raman
spectrometer (Labram Aramis model manfuctured by Horiba Jobin Yvon). FT-IR spectrum was measured on a
Thermo Nicolet NEXUS 670 FTIR. Compositional analysis was carried out on a high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) (Ultimate 3000, Thermo Scientific, USA). The mechanical compression test was performed
on a universal testing machine (SHIMADZU AGS-X) with loading capacity from 0.01 to 170 N at a constant loading
and unloading speed of 2 mm/min. For fatigue measurements at 50% strain for 10,000 cycles, the interval compression
cycles were conducted by using a Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer (RSA 3, TA instruments) at 1 Hz. The electrical
signals of the strain sensors were recorded at a Keithley 2400 digital meter at a constant voltage of 0.1 V.
Finite Element Simulations:
The finite element simulation is carried out using commercial code ABAQUS 6.10. The CPS4R, a 4-node bilinear
plane stress quadrilateral element is used to mesh both the WCS model and the WC model. For the purpose of
comparison, we keep the thickness of the channel walls in the WC structure model and the curved layers in the WCS
structure model roughly the same, while strictly maintaining the same height (21.875 length unit), the same length (35
length unit), and same width (35 length unit) of the entire model. The mathematic description of the curved shape is
a sinusoidal function, but it adopts a straight-line shape at the contact region between layers. Then an initial separation
(0.5 length unit) between the curved layers is introduced in the WCS structure model for defining the contact between
surfaces. Such a contact is modeled by using hard contact as the normal behavior and frictionless resistance as the
tangential behavior. Displacement loading is applied as shown in Figure S14. The elastic properties are set as the
following - Young’s Modulus: 10 GPa, Poisson’s ratio: 0.3.
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